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C2 General 

The following terms and conditions apply to the Samsung Galaxy 

S24 Series gift with purchase offer (the “Offer”). The Offer entitles 

eligible customers to enjoy the Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite 

Bluetooth in Grey free of charge when they purchase the 

Samsung Galaxy S24, S24 Plus or S24 Ultra between April 3rd 

2024, and April 30th 2024.  

These terms and conditions apply in addition to the General 

Terms and Conditions under which you enjoy access to 

Vodafone's Mobile Telecommunications Services and form part of 

your contract with us.  By availing of the Offer, you are deemed to 

have read and agree to be bound by the following terms and 

conditions:  

1. The Offer is available to Eligible Customers only. Eligible 

Customers are Vodafone bill pay or pay as you go 

customers who purchase a Samsung Galaxy S24, S24 Plus 

or S24 Ultra handset in any Vodafone channel between 

April 3rd 2024, and April 30th 2024. Eligibility is determined 

by Vodafone in accordance with these terms and 

conditions. 

2. The Offer is available for all Bill Pay and PAYG customers 

and across all connection types. 

3. Eligible Customers will receive a Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 

Lite Bluetooth in Grey (the “Gift”) free of charge. Only one 

Gift can be redeemed per handset purchased. Individual 

participants can receive a maximum of 4 gifts and business 

participants can receive a maximum of 10 gifts, regardless 

of the number of handsets purchased. 

4. To redeem the Gift, participants must visit 

https://samsungoffers.claims/S24tab to upload proof of 

purchase and provide all other required information (the 

“Claim”). All participants must make their Claim within 30 

days of purchase. The period to make a Claim closes on the 

29th May 2024. 

5. Participants will be sent an email to confirm their Claim has 

been received and validated. Claims received may take up 

to seven days from the date of receipt to validate.  

6. Subject to making a valid Claim, the Gift will be dispatched 

via recorded delivery within 45 days of the Claim being 

validated. 

7. See https://samsungoffers.claims/S24tab for full 

Promotion terms. 

8. The Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite cannot be exchanged for 

cash. 

9. This Offer is strictly subject to availability and while stocks 

last. Device prices are subject to change. 

10. Eligible customers acknowledge that they must abide by 

the applicable local laws and regulations and follow the 

instructions in the gift user manual when using the gift.  

11. Eligible Customers acknowledge and agree that Vodafone 

shall not be responsible for any loss, damage, personal 

injury or death suffered by any user while taking up or using 

this gift. Vodafone is not responsible for any death or 

personal injury caused by their negligence. 

12. Vodafone reserves the right to withdraw or extend the Offer 

at any time and/or to vary or amend any element of the 

Offer at any time without further notice.    

13. Vodafone reserves the right at its absolute discretion to vary 

or amend these terms and conditions for valid commercial, 

technical or operational reasons.  

14. In the event of abuse or fraud affecting the proper operation 

of the Offer, Vodafone reserves the right, in its sole 

discretion, to refuse participation in the Offer and/or to 

recover any devices rewarded pursuant to the Offer. 

15. We reserve the right at our absolute discretion to vary, 

delete or add to any of these Terms and Conditions. 

16. Except as expressly provided in these terms and conditions, 

all conditions, terms, warranties and representations 

whether express or implied by law in relation to the 

provision of the Offer are excluded to the fullest extent 

permitted by law. 

17. If you have any questions, you can contact us on Live Chat 

on our Support page, www.Vodafone.ie/support 

 


